This paper considers an MIG/c queueing system serving a finite number (J) of distinct customer classes. Performance of the system, as measured by the vector of steady-state expected waiting times of the customer classes (the performance vector), may be controlled by adopting an appropriate priority discipline.
Introduction and Summary
Queueing models are increasingly used for the analysis and design of complex production and service systems in which different classes of users (or "customers") compete for a limited number of shared resources (or "servers"). It is often possible to classify the customers in a finite number of distinct classes and to apply a specific type of preferential treatment to one class at the expense of others. Such schemes are referred to as priority queueing systems.
Examples include production facilities which manufacture batch orders for a number of distinct products with the same equipment and/or operators. Often, different service level requirements and/or holding cost rates apply to different items, so that significantly different economic consequences result from the delays or sojourn times experienced by the various items. In modem telecommunication systems, heterogeneous data types (e.g., interactive messages, computer outputs, file transfers, facsimile, etc.) compete with voice for the limited availability of shared transmission equipment, e.g., buses in a local area network or frequency bands in a satellite channel. Appropriate priority systems need to be designed to achieve an optimal trade-off between (the economic consequences of) the delays encountered by the different traffic types. In other systems, the objective is to achieve an equitable scheduling procedure of the different customer types for access to the shared resource(s).
In addition, the polymatroidal structure explains the optimality of absolute priority rules for linear objectives, a result well-known for the single server case (see Gelenbe and Mitrani 1980 , Fife 1965 , Smith 1956 and Kleinrock 1976 ). An absolute priority rule ranks the classes in a given sequence and determines priorities on the basis of class ranks only (breaking ties on a FIFO basis).
In addition to characterizing the performance space and reviewing algorithms to optimize performance measures over this space, we address the issue of synthesis: for a given achievable performance vector specify a simple priority discipline under which this vector may be achieved.
While a randomization of absolute priority rules can easily be constructed to correspond with any given achievable performance vector, such randomizations may be hard to implement and exhibit large variances in the long-run waiting times. Instead we show that the synthesis problem may be resolved using a slight generalization of the dynamic (Jackson 1960) or delay dependent (Kleinrock 1976 ) scheduling rules where a customer's priority is proportional to his time spent in queue, the proportionality constant being class dependent.
The above results are only partially extendable to more general models in systems with general (non-Poisson) arrival streams. The performance space remains contained within a polyhedral set of-the above described type. A counterexample shows however that the performance space may be a strict (as of yet uncharacterized) subset of this polyhedron. Federgruen and Groenevelt (1986) discuss the characterization and control of achievable performance in preemptive systems. Results similar to ours are obtained for systems with general arrival processes but exponential service times. Gelenbe and Mitrani (1980) characterized the performance space for the single server case, i.e., for nonpreemptive M/G/ 1 systems. Mitrani (1982) achieved the same in M/ G/ systems in which the service time of each customer is known upon his arrival and where this information may be used in assigning priorities. (A partial characterization of this case can already be found in Kleinrock et al. 1971 .)
The synthesis problem in multiclass MIMI 1 models with processor sharing was addressed by Fayolle et al. (1978) and Mitrani and Hine (1971) . Generalizations of Kleinrock's delay dependent priority rules have been investigated by Kleinrock and Finkelstein (1967) , Netterman and Adiri (1979) , and Bagchi and Sullivan (1985) . Our synthesis algorithm modifies and generalizes a procedure in Wood and Sargent (1984) .
In ?2 we give notation and some preliminary results. The performance space is characterized in ?3; we conclude that section with a brief review of optimization algorithms for system wide performance measures. ?4 gives a synthesis algorithm determining a dynamic priority rule for each achievable performance vector. In ?5 we discuss possible generalizations of our results.
Notation and Preliminaries
We first introduce some notation and assumptions. The customer classes arrive to the system according to independent Poisson processes; Xj denotes the arrival rate of classj, j E E. The service times of the customers in a given classj E E are assumed to be independent and identically distributed as a random variable Vj with finite second moment. Let pj = XjEVj, j E E. When a customer arrives, only his class is known but not his actual service time.
A rule R is called strongly work conserving if (WI) no server is free when a customer is in the queue; (W2) the discipline does not affect the amount of service time given to a customer or the arrival time of any customer; (W3) priorities are assigned on the basis of the history of the process and the time elapsed since the last epoch at which the system became empty.
Let R be the class of rules satisfying (W1)-(W3 To ensure that the work-in-system process is (stochastically) independent of the priority rule used we need the following restriction:
(C) if c > 1, assume all customers have the same service time distribution. A key tool in the characterization of the performance space is provided by the following work conservation law which is due to Heyman and Sobel (1982), generalizing a proof in Schrage (1970) (i) The {AR (S; t), t> 0 } process has jumps whenever S-customers arrive. These arrival epochs and the sizes of the jumps (the customers' service times) are independent of the priority rule in view of(W2). In addition AR (S; t) decreases at rate 1 whenever an S-customer is served. We conclude that AR(S; t) is minimized (simultaneously for all t > 0 and on each sample path) by giving absolute priority to S-customers whenever possible. Moreover, the distribution of AR(S; t) is independent of the relative priorities assigned among S-customers. Consider thus a rule R which determines these relative priorities according to FIFO. Let WJ(R)[Nj(R)] denote the expected steady state waiting time [number of customers] in queue for customers in classj and under rule R. As before we obtain using part (a) that 
Wj(R) = E(VO) + z N1(R)E(VI) = E(Vo) + z X1W1(R)E(V1)
jES jES Thus, At (S) is identical for all rules R giving absolute priority to customers in S above all other customers.
(ii) As in the single-server case, one easily verifies that AR(S; t) is minimized (simultaneously for all t and on every sample path) by assigning absolute priority to S-customers (whenever possible). Note that priorities need only to be determined at service completion epochs at which c -1 servers remain busy. The state of the system at such epochs is described by the queue lengths for all classes j E F and the elapsed service times of the c -1 busy servers. In view of condition (C), the distribution of the continuation of the {AR(S; t) } process (given the current state of the system) is only dependent on whether a customer in S or in E\S is given priority; it does not depend on the specific customer in S or in E\S to be granted priority. The distribution of the {AR(S; t) } process is thus independent of the relative priorities assigned to customers in S and in E\S.
( PROOF. Let xj = pjWj (j E E). With this substitution of variables, our minimization problem may be formulated as min 3 jEE (cj/ pj)xj s.t. x E X*. Since X* is the base of a polymatroid (Theorem 2(a)) it follows from Edmonds' (1970) famous result that an optimal extreme point for this linear program may be obtained by the greedy procedure:
c) Immediate from part (b). o We conclude this section with a number of definitions. A set function h: 2 F R is called nondecreasing if h( T) ? h(S) whenever TC S, and supermodular (submodular) if h(SU { j})-h(S)-(-) h(TU { j})-h(T) for all TC
Step 0. (Since xj has the largest coefficient in the objective function) set xj to its maximum feasible value, i.e., xj = b*({J}); 1 = J -1.
Step 1. Given fixed values for xl,,, . .., xJ, (and since x1 has the next largest coefficient in the objective function) set xi to its maximum feasible value, i.e., More generally, Theorem 2 (b) establishes that an absolute priority rule is optimal for any concave (or even quasi-concave) objective f(W1, ..., WJ), since such objectives achieve their maximum in an extreme point of X*.
For convex system performance measures, the simplest polynomial algorithm is the so-called decomposition algorithm, see Groenevelt ( 1985 ) . Since the right-hand sides of the constraints (3) and (4) The above procedures thus generate an exact optimal solution for the single-server case; in the general multi-server case, an approximation error may, however, arise since an approximation assumption (Assumption (A')) is invoked in the determination of the (achievable) performance space. We conclude this section with a discussion of the resulting accuracy with which optimal performance vectors are approximated by the recommended procedures.
Assumption (A') may in fact be viewed as introducing two potential approximation steps: (i) Assumption (A') implies supermodularity of the A *(*) function (the weaker Assumption (A)) which is used to establish that all points in W * are feasible, or equivalently that constraints (8) are sufficient (as well as necessary) conditions for feasibility, see Theorem 2. In other words, should the supermodularity property fail to hold, only relaxations of the true optimization problems may be solved by the above described algorithms, see also the discussion in ?5.
As discussed above, the supermodularity property holds when the service times are exponential or deterministic but its exact validity is unknown for other types of service Here we demonstrate that in the case of a linear cost objective, the exact optimal performance vector is obtained in spite of any approximation errors in the computation of the right-hand sides of ( 8); -in the case of nonlinear, convex cost objectives, "small" approximation errors in the determination of the { b* (S): S C E } numbers result in "small" approximation errors for the computed "optimal" performance vector.
The first conclusion follows directly from the observation that for linear system performance measures, an optimal priority rule exists which depends on the ratios {c j/pj: j E E } only, see In view of equations (14) and (15) 
A Synthesis Algorithm
We observed (in the proof of Theorem 2) that each point in the performance space corresponds with an appropriately chosen randomization of absolute priority rules. Since, in view of Caratheodory's theorem (see, e.g., Bazaraa and Shetty 1979), each point in a J-dimensional polyhedron can be written as a convex combination of no more than J + 1 extreme points, it follows that each point in W * is the performance vector of a randomization of no more than (J + 1) absolute priority rules. (The randomization probabilities may, at least in principle, be determined by a linear program.)
Randomizations of absolute priority rules are, however, difficult to implement; moreover, the variances of the steady-state waiting times tend to be large under such rules. In this section we show that each point in W* corresponds with a slight generalization of the, far more attractive, so-called dynamic (Jackson 1960) or delay dependent (Kleinrock 1976 ) scheduling disciplines where a customer's priority is proportional to his time spent in queue, the proportionality constant being class dependent. More specifically, in a delay dependent priority rule, positive weights aj (j E E) are specified such that a customer of classj who arrives at time T is given a priority value of aj( t -T) at time t > T. At a service completion epoch, the customer with the highest priority value (among all queueing customers) is taken into service.
We show below that each interior point of W * may be achieved by some dynamic priority rule, i.e., by an appropriate choice of the weight vector a. To cover the entire performance space we need a larger class of rules which includes the dynamic and absolute priority disciplines as special cases: Absolute priority rules have J leagues each consisting of a simple class; pure dynamic priority rules have a single league consisting of all classes in E. In the following we assume, without loss of generality, that the customer classes are numbered in ascending order of their attributed priorities (and hence expected waiting times). We can thus restrict ourselves to rules with consecutive leagues and nondecreasing weight vectors: (A set S C E is consecutive if it consists of a collection of consecutive integers.)
We first derive a system of linear equations from which the (approximate) performance vector of any mixed dynamic rule can be obtained. This derivation is based on Assumption (A').
As in Since Lemma 1 holds for general arrival processes, the necessary conditions for achievability of a performance vector in Theorem 1, may be extended to systems with such arrival processes as well: the polyhedron W *, described by equations (3) and (4), thus contains the performance space under rather general conditions. A * () (viewed as a set function on 2E) is supermodular in single-server systems with general arrival processes, see Corollary 1 in Federgruen and Groenevelt (1985) . The supermodularity property may, however, fail to hold in multiserver systems with nonPoisson arrival streams and nondeterministic service times, cf., ibid. Thus Theorem 2 may fail to hold for general arrival processes. W * may fail to be the base of a polymatroid.
Most importantly, the following single-server example with deterministic service and interarrival times shows that W * may fail to represent the performance space when the arrival processes are more general than Poisson. 
